A combined numerical-experimental technique has been implemented using the finite element model updating technique to estimate a set of proportional viscous damping parameters for determining the global responses of fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) plates over a chosen frequency range of interest. The experimentally determined frequencies and mode shapes are used to update the homogenised anisotropic in-plane material constants, before estimating the damping parameters from the directly observed frequency response functions (FRFs). Gradient based inverse sensitivity method has been implemented for the parameter estimation. Existing FRP structures may degrade considerably due to environmental effects over the long period of existence-changing the material and damping properties significantly compared to their initial values after fabrication-thus requiring updating. The estimated viscous damping parameters using the current technique reproduces higher values of modal damping factors for FRP plates. For nonviscous damping, estimation of a set of relaxation factors produces a more realistic estimate of modal damping factors. Increased value of the relaxation factors make the model coincide with the viscous one. A numerically simulated plate problem has been presented along with the experimental validation.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamical responses of Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP) plates are functions of geometry, material properties, existing boundary conditions, and damping. The initial material properties used for modelling the dynamical responses of such plates come from the material characterisation tests on separately prepared samples. However, development of an accurate damping matrix is far more difficult, even at the initial stage of existence of the plate, because the global damping matrix is usually formulated directly from the global stiffness and mass information. It is extremely difficult to form a damping matrix from constituent level damping parameters, taking care of all the complex individual phenomena and their combinations, such as material damping, joint friction, and environmental effects. Gaul provided excellent guidelines to understand the damping of materials and structural members, including laminated parts. 1 Making assumptions about small damping allows linear damping models to approximate the actual nonlinear damping behaviour. In proportional damping-where the viscous effects are dominant-the damping matrix is formed by weighted sum of mass and stiffness matrices. 2 Thus, proportional damping or Rayleigh damping is mathematically expressed as
Here, M , C, and K are the mass, viscous proportional damping, and stiffness matrices of the FRP plate considering the plate as a multiple degrees of freedom system. The coefficients a 0 and a 1 are the Rayleigh damping coefficients. The Rayleigh damping model has enjoyed an almost universal acceptance because the modal transformation of the proportional damping matrix-with respect to the undamped normal mode shapesproduces a diagonal damping matrix. However, a more generalised viscous proportional damping matrix has been proposed by Caughy and Caughey and Kelly 3, 4
In fact, the value of n can be chosen as an integer between −∞ and +∞, but practically this is taken very low (e.g., n = 2) for Rayleigh damping. 5 Woodhouse emphasised the importance of accurate predictions of physical mechanisms for estimating an appropriate damping matrix. 6 Adhikari incorporated frequency variations of damping factors to determine a generalised proportional damping model. 7 Adhikari and Phani obtained a generalised proportional damping matrix from a single driving point frequency response function (FRF) only. 8 Several investigators have used measured FRFs for damping identification. 9-13 Arora et al. implemented a two-step damping identification methodology in which the stiffness and mass matrices are updated first from the measured FRFs, followed by identification of the damping matrix. 14 Friswell identified a generalised viscous proportional damping matrix along with the stiffness matrix from measured FRFs. 15 More recently, Pan and Wang used a FRF based iterative model updating approach to identify an exponential damping model. 16 Kausel proposed methodology to construct families of nonproportional damping matrices. 17 Extensive investigations have been carried out by Dalenbring on laminated aluminium and Plexiglas plates, constrained viscoelastic layers of aluminium and carbon fibre epoxy laminate, and bonded aluminium polymethyl methacrylate plates to identify damping parameters. 18-21 Dovstam formulated a linear three-dimensional material damping modelling technique using an augmented Hooke's law (AHL) in the frequency domain, and recently investigated interface damping in built-up structures. 22, 23 
